
Our Christmas gift for you is advice 
to find drive solutions, so you don’t 
spend endless time searching 

New Year Holidays

Our factory will be closed from 
24.12.2014 – 04.01.2015. Nozag 
wishes you Happy Holidays and  
a successful and prosperous  
new year.

We are looking forward to be 
again your competent and reliable 
partner in 2015.
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When looking for drive components, you’ll realize soon enough that 
Google produces way too many results with almost all of them not 
what you are looking for. It’s pretty much like searching for Christmas 
gifts, isn’t it?

Why not make direct use of well-known sources that provide a wide 
range of drive solutions from stock? Even if you start with only one  
approach for a solution, Nozag is the right partner for you. With us, 
your drive ideas, concepts and demands are transformed into brilliant 
implementations or we simplify them to the extent that even a stan-
dard solution leads to the desired result. Individual consulting inclu-
sive, of course, hence a gift.

Absorbing Overload at the Right 
Moment
Today’s modern technology in automation 
requires maximum operation safety. What 
happens in case of an overload? In applica-
tions with drive transmission, for example, 
sliding hubs are used. They withstand the 
loads up to a certain torque before they 
trigger in order to avoid damage. You find 

these sliding hubs in the Nozag assortment too. 

Connecting Shafts for Optimal Drive Transmission 
In drive technology, connecting shafts allow to bridge distances in  
an elegant way. Nozag provides connecting shafts in various designs 
such as for radial assembly in clamping hub connections, for simple 
wedge connections or combinations with pillow bock bearings in or-
der to bridge very long distances. Of course, we carry out individual 
machining solutions that meet your specific requirements.

Drive Components by Nozag – Examples from our Product Catalogue

Dampen Movements and Avoid 
Abrasion
Even in today’s era of nano we still have  
situations where - in mechanical drive 
transmissions - the tolerances of other  
applications need to be bridged. Flexible 
couplings absorb such torque impacts and 
prevent mechanical wear of drive compon-
ents. Couplings are used, for example, as 
connections between shafts or with drive 
motors. Within Nozag’s range of products 

you will find many types of couplings in different sizes and for various 
torques.

Multiple Drive Components
Nozag provides a wide range of standard 
drive components available ex stock, 
unworked or machined and ready to install, 
delivered at short notice. Get your own 
impression.
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We are happy to advise you
Our expert knowledge and advice is impor-
tant to provide the optimal solution for  
your specific drive requirement. You may 
find the entire Nozag drive assortment on 
www.nozag.ch or contact us directly and 
get to know our sales team! Experienced 
specialists will be happy to assist you in 
finding even unusual drive solutions.
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